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Darrel & Sheree Hope are passionate
about their transition into marriage
ministry. Together, they are bringing a
fresh perspective to the blessings and
challenges of marriage, as well as 20
years’ experience of working in ministry.
With three adult children and one still in
the home, there is much to discuss when
it comes to relationships. 

Blending a family is not only a challenge
in the natural, but also in the spirit.
However, from this challenge ministry
can be birthed. That is exactly what
happened for them. In 2014, the Hopes
began building their current ministry,
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When we get married we begin a different
type of search for true joy. This is the
pursuit of experiencing someone who
wants to be with you while knowing all of
you and appreciating everything about
you uninterrupted. There is an attraction
in fully knowing someone, seeing all of
who they are, and recognizing that they
are lovable. There is a reason why we need
and search for this.

We believe that this reason is why Adam
and Eve were able to be naked and
unashamed. There was nothing to be
ashamed of. They were who they were.
There was nothing hidden from each
other and yet they desired what they saw. 

There was no hierarchy as they were
created to "fit" and not compete.
Together, God blessed them to be fruitful
and increase in number; fill the Earth and
subdue it. Rule over life in the sea, in the
sky, and every living creature that moves
on the ground. In other words, they were
created to work together. In doing so,
there was a humility between them as
they cherished the work and gifts that the
other possessed and operated in. And
there was more. Much more!

B&F Ministry, LLC, to offer biblical
based counseling, and marriage and
relationship education (MRE) programs
impacted by the teachings of Dr. Myles
Munroe. Together, Darrel & Sheree are
spiritually led yet practically driven.

Their counsel and coaching techniques
highlight the emotional and spiritual 
 hurdles from conflicting beliefs due to
relational myths with the Word, that
prevents a consistent joyful connection
with God and others. Today, they bring
with them the good news with a little
humor and lots of practicality. 

For This Reason
It's Deeper Than I Do

bandf_ministry@outlook.com



The overall class experience was very
informative and beneficial for me and my
marriage. In my opinion it gave the entire
class a lot to pray and think about. The class
encouraged us to communicate and work
together as a team. The class was also very
rewarding and allowed everyone to engage in
conversations respectfully."

~Robert G.
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More Reviews!

Darrel & Sheree Hope

"We have thoroughly enjoyed this class and have seen the
Lord already doing greater work in our marriage! We love
you guys and hope to see y’all soon."

~Anna O.

Counseling & Classes

Social Events 

Conflict Resolution

Seminars & Training 

Call or email us today! 850-807-9889 BandF_Ministry@outlook.com 

"I really enjoyed the class, really wish it was longer. I have
learned more about myself and more about problem
solving when it comes to forgiveness. I have learned many
ideas about building foundations and keeping them stable
and cemented in."

~Victoria B.
"This class should be taught in the church. It is very
needed."

~Hanz H.

We must first define what we have in

order to learn how to care for it. Define

the status, learn about it, and execute.

Marriage & Relationship 

Look beyond the surface. At first

glance, it can appear to have no signs

of threats or concerns... until impact.

Foundation & Support 

Our communication is more intricate

than the emojis we send back and

forth to one another. See the real pic!

Communication 

Learn to take the practical steps of

forgiveness; making the effort

become a bit easier each time.

Forgiveness 

"Our Most Popular Class"
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